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NACUSA is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization. Founded by Henry Hadley in 1933, it is
one of the oldest organizations devoted to the promotion and performance of American concert
hall music. Many of America's most distinguished composers have been among its members.
NACUSA and its chapters present chamber concerts each year featuring music by its members.

Welcome from Andrew Sigler, NACUSA president:
Hello Everyone,
As president of our organization, it is with great pleasure that I welcome you to the re-imagined
2021 NACUSA National Festival curated by the Cascadia chapter. Typically we would gather for
our festival, but I am excited to virtually welcome you all from far and wide to Portland to enjoy
this year’s offerings. It is enough of a challenge to organize a multi-day festival, but to do it twice
in as many years and with such significant changes is quite a feat! In addition to those who have
assisted through the national organization and the Cascadia chapter, I would also like to thank
Lewis & Clark College and the Oregon Cultural Trust for their support and participation in this
festival.
NACUSA is committed to making significant contributions to the world of music in general and
the compositional community in particular. The national conference is our opportunity to come
together from across the country to share music, scholarship, and a vision for the future. Our
gathering this year is virtual, but perhaps more significant than ever before. I hope that you will
take advantage of this opportunity to learn from one another, to grow as a musician, and to be
inspired.
I hope you have a wonderful time during the conference and I look forward to meeting as many
of you as possible the next time we come together!
Sincerely,
Andy

Cascadia Composers
A chapter of the National Association of Composers/USA (NACUSA)

Mission Statement
Cascadia Composers engages our community through the creation, performance, and
promotion of contemporary musical art, while providing resources and opportunities to
Cascadia composers.
Cascadia Composers serves northern Oregon and southern Washington
and was founded in 2008.

Website: www.CascadiaComposers.org
Governing Board
Ted Clifford, President
Daniel Brugh, Vice President
Jeff Winslow, Secretary/Treasurer
David S. Bernstein, Aszemar Glenn, Andrew Lewinter, Jan Mittelstaedt,
Paul Safar, Dawn Sonntag, Greg A Steinke, at large
Tomas Svoboda, Honorary Member
These concerts and presentations are made possible by dues from NACUSA (National Association of
Composers/USA), other grants and donors, and fundraisers sponsored by Cascadia. Special thanks to our
media sponsor, Oregon ArtsWatch. Cascadia Composers receives support from the Oregon Arts
Commission, a state agency funded by the State of Oregon and the National Endowment for the Arts.
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Program
Concord Sonata, 2nd movement: The Alcotts

Charles Ives

Sequoia, piano
"All around you, under the Concord sky, there still floats the influence of that human faith
melody, transcendent and sentimental enough for the enthusiast or the cynic respectively, reflecting an
innate hope—a common interest in common things and common men—a tune the Concord bards are
ever playing, while they pound away at the immensities with a Beethoven-like sublimity, and with, may
we say, a vehemence and perseverance…”
Charles Ives, Essays before a Sonata, from chapter IV, “The Alcotts”. Originally published by The
Knickerbocker Press in 1920.
Charles Edward Ives was born on October 20, 1874, in Danbury, Connecticut. His father,
George Ives, served as the youngest bandmaster in the Union Army during the Civil War and continued
to be active as a professional musician in Danbury. While interested in many things, young Charles
followed in his father’s musical footsteps from a young age and even submitted Variations on “America”
for publication in 1892. It was rejected. He enrolled at Yale in 1894 and acquired his formal training
there under composer Horatio Parker, with whom Ives frequently clashed because of his desire to write
distinctly American music and not simply imitate European compositional styles. He was already
experimenting with polytonality, polyrhythms, tone clusters, aleatory, quarter tones, and collage,
foreshadowing virtually every major musical innovation of the 20th century.
After graduating from Yale, Ives did not pursue a professional career in music. (Later in life, he
would remark that he didn't want his children to "starve on his dissonances.”) Instead, he began a
successful and innovative career in the insurance industry, ultimately becoming wealthy. He didn’t stop
composing, but his peak artistic output was not truly ignited until his marriage in 1908 to Harmony

Twichell, who understood his music and supported his artistic aspirations. He wrote the majority of his
greatest works in isolation from the music establishment, and part-time, in the evenings and weekends.
In middle age, his health suffered and his priority shifted from creating new work to getting what
he had written in front of the public. His music was so far ahead of its time, it had not yet found an
audience, but starting in the 1930s, a new generation of American musicians started to champion his
works (and he theirs, through financial support), and he started to receive recognition, including the
Pulitzer Prize in 1947 for his Third Symphony.
As David Schiff has written, “Ives had envisioned a distinctly American music expressive of the
redemptive disorder of democracy.” He sought to celebrate the musical efforts of amateurs, to express
the profound insights of Transcendental philosophy through music, and to fuse the vernacular music of
the America he knew with the musical forms of Europe. Many consider him the greatest American
composer. Even though his music wasn’t accepted by the musical mainstream during his lifetime, he
was confident of its worth and that it would reach the hearts and minds of listeners.
–– Nancy Ives

Homage to Beethoven

Theresa Koon (Cascadia Chapter)
Colleen Adent, piano

"In my student days I made dozens of [fugues]... but [imagination] also wishes to exert its
privileges... and a new and really poetic element must be introduced into the traditional form,"
Beethoven wrote (according to his foremost biographer, Alexander Wheelock Thayer in Ludwig van
Beethovens Leben).
There have been hundreds of scholarly interpretations of Beethoven’s Grosse Fuge, and many of
them reflect profound insights into the challenges and the continuing brilliance that characterized
Beethoven’s later years. In paying tribute to this monumental composer and his most enigmatic
composition, I have relied on these insights as well as on my own subjective reactions to this startling
work—especially in its pianistic form.
Homage to Beethoven includes five main themes which overlap fugally to some degree, however
this music is not intended to directly reflect the tantot recherchée elements of Beethoven’s composition.
It is more specifically inspired by the tantot libre angularity, the exquisitely controlled chaos, and the
agonized outrage I hear in Beethoven’s controversial Fugue.
To my ears, Beethoven seems to be darkly determined in expressing this outrage towards a
Divine power who has appeared to betray him in a profoundly cruel way. To me, Beethoven is playing
with creative fire here, and he is risking his entire life’s trust of Divine favor in this bold flaunting of his
own self-determinism. At a time when his creativity is arguably at its height, Beethoven is twisting the
cerebral structure of the fugal form, shaping it to express bitterness, as well as triumph, in the face of this
apparent betrayal by God. In Beethoven’s Grosse Fuge, I believe we are hearing him claim his own
personal freedom from the limitations imposed by increasing deafness.
Unlike some musicologists, I do hear wit within this flamboyantly unsettling enterprise. Wit and,
at the same time, a raw innocence that cannot accept the apparent waywardness of Divine power. It is
to this combination of outrage, bitterness, triumph and dark wit that I am paying tribute in my Homage.
The final Lento section is intended to express uneasy grief over the price of Beethoven’s newfound
independence: the death of innocence.
Theresa Koon composes music primarily for the voice, emerging from an international
performance career. Operas, song cycles and choral music make up the center of her work, generally
with chamber ensemble or piano accompaniment. Influences include J.S. Bach, Samuel Barber and Kurt
Weill. Collaborators have included Fear No Music, 45th Parallel, Artists Repertory Theater, Sinfonia

Concertante Orchestra, the Ensemble of Portland, the Resonance Ensemble, Nautilus Music Theater
(Minnesota), the Detroit Institute of ART, and the National Opera Association. When not composing,
Theresa enjoys teaching Vocal Music Appreciation Classes for Friends of Chamber Music, and also
teaching voice at PCC and in her eclectic studio. Theresa is the founding director of Opera For The
Hesitant, and has performed in operas, concerts, music theater and cabarets in Germany, Canada and
across the US. Her choral work Mother of Exiles—a setting of the poem inscribed on the Statue of
Liberty—will be released by PARMA Recordings in 2020. www.promisetheopera.wordpress.com

In All Our Names

Nancy Ives
Amelia Lukas, flute; Sequoia, piano

[Ed. note — the premiere originally planned for this work, which was specially commissioned by
Marzena & the Baby LeRoy Memorial Trust for March Music Moderne VII: BTHVN 2020, was
postponed a year ago due to the COVID-19 pandemic. It is premiered here by kind permission of the
commissioners.]
When asked to write a piece for alto flute and piano to be premiered on a concert featuring
works by Berio, Mahler and Charles Ives, well...how could I resist the temptation to use collage
techniques? Alert Beethovenians will instantly recognize quotes from the Heiligenstadt Testament and
bits of the Third Symphony and Op. 131. Beethoven's outrage at tyranny has never gone out of style and
inspires us to this day.
I chose to make the connection between Beethoven's revolutionary spirit and that of Ta-Nahisi
Coates, who uses his artistry to call for social justice and an end to institutionalized racism in our
country. I have embedded a quote from his book Between the World and Me (2015) through a cipher:
"...it is so easy to look away, to live with the fruits of our history and to ignore the great evil done in all
of our names." The word "fruits" brought to mind another artistically potent cry for racial justice, Strange
Fruit, as sung by Billie Holiday.
Deemed a “local treasure” by the Portland Mercury, composer and cellist Nancy Ives has built “a
career of such spectacular diversity that no summation will do her achievements justice.” (Artslandia)
Her adventurous and multifaceted career -- which includes more than 20 years as Principal Cellist of the
Oregon Symphony, performances and collaborations with virtually all of the region’s premier
performance organizations, and a history of service to enrich the local cultural community -- informs her
eloquent and enduring compositional style. “Modernistic but melodic and compelling… [with] a
refreshing musical breadth, a diverse but integrated approach,” Ives ’music communicates “a uniquely
personal voice.” (Oregon ArtsWatch)
Ives carries on the tradition of her legendary relative, Charles Ives, with modern relevance,
creating music deeply inspired by the natural world and committed to social justice that is at once
informal and relatable while also offering depth and complexity. She effortlessly captures elements of
style that reflect an Oregonian approach to life through highly-acclaimed performances of her work
given by Fear No Music, Friends of Rain, Portland Cello Project, Siletz Bay Music Festival, Oregon Bach
Festival, and OBF Composers Symposium, as well as broadcasts on All Classical Portland and KBBI
(Alaska). In 2018, with the help of a grant from the Regional Arts and Culture Council, Ives
commissioned six leading Oregon composers including herself to write new works inspired by the
Allemandes from the Bach cello Suites, the recording for which is in process. Committed to creating
music of consequence, Ives ’current projects involve working with Indigenous artists to authentically
capture, amplify, and relay their stories to wider audiences.

Bagatelle

David S. Lefkowitz (NACUSA LA)
Colleen Adent, piano

The last movement of the last composition for solo piano that Beethoven saw through to
publication is peculiar. The brief, framing fast sections seemingly unrelated to the larger, slower middle
section; the frequent three-bar phrases; and the prolonged pause on a low submediant pedal nearly
precisely at the geographic middle of the piece all contribute to the surprising sound of this Bagatelle. I
attempted to capture those features, but using an arithmetic mode that, in its “precipitando” potential,
helps knit the outer sections with the middle.
Composer, music theorist, and professor David S. Lefkowitz holds degrees in music composition
from Cornell, University of Pennsylvania, and Eastman. He has won international acclaim, having works
performed in Japan, China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Russia, Ukraine, Switzerland, Italy, Netherlands, Great
Britain, France, Germany, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Spain, Canada, Mexico, Israel, and Egypt. He has
won national and international competitions, including the Fukui Harp Music Awards Competition
(twice), and ASCAP Young Composers Competition. In addition, he has won prizes and recognition
from NACUSA, the Guild of Temple Musicians, Chicago Civic Orchestra, Washington International
Competition, Society for New Music’s Brian M. Israel Prize, the ALEA III International Competition, and
Gaudeamus Music Week. Recent commissions include works for the Moscow Contemporary Music
Ensemble, Suzana Bartal, Irina Donskaia of the St. Petersburg Conservatory, Grace Cloutier of the
Hartford Conservatory, the Sibelius Piano Trio, Inna Faliks, and the Russian String Orchestra (Chamber
Orchestra Kremlin), Misha Rachlevsky, director. Upcoming performances include the Edinburgh Fringe
Festival, a portrait concert at the Yeltsin Center in Ekaterinburg, Russia, Glazunov Hall in St. Petersburg,
and Segerstrom Concert Hall in Costa Mesa, California. His CD Harp's Desire, containing about 80
minutes of his music for harp, was recently released on Albany Records, and his Ruminations for the
Sibelius Piano Trio was recently released on Yarlung Records. He has composed more than 125 works
of music.
As a music theorist Dr. Lefkowitz has researched “meta-theoretical” issues such as the process of
segmentation and the internal structure of set-classes, Schoenberg’s piano music and has written two
textbooks: Music Theory: Syntax, Function, and Form and Analysis of Post-Tonal Music: A Parametric
Approach.

Quartet in Bb Major, op. 130, opening movement and Cavatine. Ludwig van Beethoven
arranged for piano, four hands by Hugo Ulrich and Robert Wittmann
Followed immediately by…

Große Fuge, arranged for piano, four hands, op. 134

Ludwig van Beethoven

DUO Stephanie and Saar, piano
Igor Stravinsky once described Beethoven’s Große Fuge (op. 133 in its original version for string
quartet) as an “absolutely contemporary piece of music that will be contemporary forever.” Stravinsky
made a lot of public pronouncements in his long, creative life, many remarkably self-serving even for a
composer (!) and thus rightly treated with some skepticism. But this one seems to have been a selfless
and genuine tribute to one great composer from another. Inspired by it, I enthusiastically offer the work

as the finale to this new music concert commemorating the 250th anniversary of Beethoven’s birth, one
year late thanks to COVID-19.
Beethoven originally wrote the fugue to be the finale of his op. 130 string quartet, which was
premiered in that form. The opening night audience liked a couple of the quartet’s six movements
enough to demand encores, but they were mightily puzzled, even repelled by the fugue. Beethoven in
turn, when all this was reported to him, compared the opening night audience to various barnyard
animals. In the intervening years, audiences and musicians, especially composers, have slowly but
steadily gained an appreciation for the work that has risen even to the point of awe, like Stravinsky’s.
Because this is, after all, a new music conference, a performance of the complete, nearly 200
year old quartet would be anachronistic, but some introduction to the fugue seems appropriate. The
Cavatine, one of the most impassioned slow movements Beethoven ever wrote, sets up the fugue’s intro
in the original op. 130 and was an obvious choice. However, not being in the same key as the fugue, by
itself it risks skewing perception of the overall tonal migration within that magnificent beast. The
opening movement of op. 130 is a fascinating example of Beethoven’s late-style way with the peculiar
musical dialectic known as sonata form, so I chose it to provide a tonal anchor and overall frame. If
Beethoven is anywhere listening to this three-movement abridgment of his original conception, he may
well be comparing me to a barnyard animal, if not something it leaves behind. I humbly plead no
contest with extenuating circumstances.
Moo and hee-haw,
Jeff Winslow

*******************************************************************************************************************************
Most works recorded by Rick Gordon and Patrick Brewer of Backline Productions, with the generous
cooperation of Augustana Lutheran Church in Portland, Oregon. DUO Stephanie & Saar video by Zach
Herchen.
Concert video produced by Patrick Brewer and Rick Gordon of Backline Productions,
backlineproductionspdx@gmail.com.
*****************************************************************************************************

PERFORMER BIOS
DUO Stephanie and Saar
Stephanie Ho and Saar Ahuvia, pianists
Pianists Stephanie Ho and Saar Ahuvia collaborate as DUO Stephanie and Saar in dazzling
performances filled with visceral excitement, elegance and artistic vision. “Stephanie and Saar’s last
night’s performance once again recalled all the epithets of elegant and innovative, that have been
following them throughout their career.” ~ Radio Sarajevo
Recent performances include their Lincoln Center debut with Igor Stravinsky’s Rite of Spring;
appearance with Philadelphia’s Orchestra 2001 in a complete performance of Frank Zappa’s The Yellow
Shark and Symphony Space’s Wall to Wall Bernstein, a marathon celebration of Leonard Bernstein’s
100th anniversary. Highlights of the 2018-19 season include a four-hand recital at Israel Conservatory in
Tel Aviv and Oregon Bach Festival, where the duo performed at the opening night celebration.
As probing recording artists, the duo explores repertoire with concomitant classical and contemporary
sensibilities. Their recording of György Kurtág’s four hand transcription of Bach’s Gottes Zeit ist die
allerbeste Zeit (God’s Time is the Very Best of Times) was featured on the soundtrack of the documentary
film Red Trees. Anthony Tommasini of The New York Times praised their “beautifully understated
performances” of Kurtág’s delicate and soulful Bach transcriptions at NYC’s (le) poisson rouge.
Beethoven Dialogues, their 2014 album featuring Beethoven Quartets Op. 18 Nos. 1, 4 and 6 in rarely
heard four hand arrangements was chosen as Album of the Week on New York Public Radio WQXR. The
duo’s 2017 recording of Johann Sebastian Bach’s The Art of Fugue has garnered tremendous praise;
Stephanie and Saar toured The Art of Fugue extensively with stops in Portland, Sacramento, Phoenix,
Baltimore, Philadelphia and New York, among others. “Their vision is of an Art of Fugue that is a work of
performance art, not an academic piece to be listened to reverently... This is creative music-making of an
extraordinarily high level.” ~ The Art Music Lounge
Other notable performances include collaborations with Michael Linville and the New World
Symphony Percussion Consort featuring Linville’s own arrangement of Igor Stravinsky’s Petrouchka and
André Boucourechliev’s aleatoric fantasy piece Archipel I. The duo takes special pride in a performance
at the residence of the United States Ambassador in Berlin, Germany, featuring works by Henry Martin
(US), Avner Dorman (Israel) and Felix Mendelssohn (Germany).
Multiple collaborations with the Dranoff Two Piano Foundation have featured Stephanie and Saar at the
Adrienne Arsht Center jamming with DJ Cardi for Piano Slam 11, at the Coral Gables Art Cinema with a
film-inspired program and at the South Miami-Dade Cultural Arts center, where the duo performed a
jazz-inspired concert featuring the world premiere of Fantasia de Très Mundos by Cuban-American jazz
pianist Martin Bejerano, Dranoff Two Piano Foundation’s 2014 Bacardi Choice Award winner. “Playing
with fizzing technique and élan, the duo fused bravura and elegance in perfect measure.” ~ Lawrence
Budmen, South Florida Classical Review
DUO Stephanie and Saar are the artistic directors of Makrokosmos Project, a music festival in
Portland, Oregon dedicated to contemporary American music and performances by Oregon-based
performers and composers. The 2015 inaugural festival featured standing-room performances of George
Crumb’s Makrokosmos I & II and music by Kenji Bunch and David Crumb. Oregon Arts Watch frankly
states “It was one of 2015’s peak Oregon musical moments.” The 2019 festival featured the complete
piano music of Toru Takemitsu and music by John Luther Adams, Julia Wolfe and Gabriela Lena Frank.
While pursuing graduate studies at the Peabody Institute of the Johns Hopkins University, Stephanie and
Saar were inspired by Leon Fleisher to explore the Beethoven string quartets in a duo piano setting. Saar,
a native of Israel, studied at Israel's Tel Aviv Academy and Switzerland's Schaufhausen Conservatory
before coming to the United States to pursue a Graduate Performance Diploma with Leon Fleisher at
Peabody Institute. Stephanie, of Taiwanese descent, grew up in Portland, Oregon before obtaining

degrees from Oberlin College and Northwestern University. She received a Graduate Performance
Diploma from Peabody Institute, under the direction of Julian Martin.
Stephanie and Saar, who are married to each other, reside in New York City. Outdoor enthusiasts,
they recently completed an expedition to Alaska’s Denali backcountry and the Timberline Trail, the 44mile trail circumventing Oregon’s Mount Hood.
Colleen Adent is a classically trained, improvisationally-minded pianist who enjoys making
music in a broad range of musical genres. She received her music degree in Piano Performance from
Biola University. Collaborative playing as well as solo appearances have taken her throughout the
United States, Canada, Europe and Australia. She is a performing artist with Snowman Foundation’s Ten
Grand concerts with Michael Allen Harrison and is delighted to join forces with both regional and
international artists on a regular basis. Colleen has recently been signed on as an author with Alfred
Music Co, with publications arranged for solo piano and piano duet slated for release in the coming
year. She and her husband reside in Vancouver, WA, where she maintains a private teaching studio,
and, for the time being, a well-organized music library.
Known for her especially pure tone, flexible technique, and passionate, committed performances,
flutist Amelia Lukas performs with “a fine balance of virtuosity and poetry,” (New York Times) and “a
buoyancy of spirit that comes out in the flute, a just beautiful sound.” (Boston Globe) A Powell Flutes
artist and resident of Portland, Oregon, Amelia’s recent engagements include solo appearances with
Chamber Music Northwest, Fear No Music, March Music Moderne, Portland Taiko, the Astoria Music
Festival, Music in the Woods, Cascadia Composers, and for All Classical Portland’s live radio
broadcasts, with additional chamber and orchestral performances for the Eugene Symphony, Willamette
Valley Chamber Music Festival, Portland Piano International, Friends of Chamber Music, 45th Parallel,
Oregon Music Festival, and Bridgetown Orchestra. While in New York, Amelia’s career included
membership in the American Modern Ensemble and afforded her performances at Carnegie Hall (Main
Stage, Zankel Hall, and Weill Recital Hall), Lincoln Center, The Stone, Bargemusic, (Le) Poisson Rouge,
Roulette, and New Music New York Festival. Lauded for her skilled interpretation of new music, Amelia
is a member of Fear No Music and “excels at bringing drama and fire to hyper-modernist works with
challenging extended techniques.” (Oregon ArtsWatch) She holds degrees from the Manhattan School of
Music and the Royal Academy of Music (London) where she received three prizes for musical
excellence. Her greatest mentors include John Heiss, Trevor Wye, and Tara Helen O’Connor. Amelia is
a Board Member for Chamber Music Northwest and offers sophisticated arts PR services as the Principal
and Founder of Aligned Artistry. amelialukas.com
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CASCADIA UPCOMING EVENTS
Celebration Works: Unite in Song
Saturday, May 15th (livestream) at 2:00 PM, and Sunday, May 16th at 2:00 PM, online from the
sanctuary of the First Presbyterian Church of Portland, Oregon, and available for 48 hours after
the Sunday rebroadcast on www.frstpresportland.org/music-arts/celebration-works/
Cascadia Composers and Unite Oregon present a collaborative concert of new music by local
composers, artists, and poets, performed by local musicians and dancers, celebrating Unite
Oregon's mission.

In Good Hands 2021
Saturday, July 17th online via YouTube or www.cascadiacomposers.org
Our annual concert of works played by student performers, this year including works specially
written in collaboration with individual students by our composer members!

